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WELCOME
NEW MEMBERS

EMERGENCY
SPILL KIT

$39.95
Kit contains:

RACK PRICES 10/31/18
Brand
BP b*
Citgo b*
Exxon b*
Gulf b*
Shell b*
Sunoco

Reg.
1.8916
1.8881
1.8943
1.8920
1.8965
1.8893

Mid.
2.0376
2.0562
2.0399
2.0405
2.0687
2.0293

5lb. Lite Dry

Prem.
2.3386
2.3154
2.3288
2.3255
2.3725
2.3166

2 48” socks
8 absorbent pads
2 pair gloves
2 hazardous waste bags

* 10% ethanol

Tax of .760 cents per gallon and .011 cent
indemnification fund & .001 cent Oil Spill Tax are not
included in rack price.
Superfund tax eliminated

PRARA ADVERTISERS
Convenience Store Wholesalers
Turner Dairy………………….…………………….12

Insurance
Bulava & Associates....................................................7

Cleaning Chemicals
APTAR Industries Garage…………………………..7
APTAR Industries as………………….…………...11

Jobbers / Distributors
Bradigan’s..................................................................13
Reed Oil……………………………………………...5
Suncoco……………………………………………...6

Environmental Service
Flynn Environmental, Inc...........................................3
Groundwater Environmental Service Inc…………..10

General Contracting
Bolger Brothers, Inc…………………………………9

Full page

$900

1/2 page

$600

1/4 page

$450

1/8 page

$330

Insert (one mailing)

$100
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PRESIDENT’S PAGE
BY: JEFF DECKER
It saddens our hearts at PRARA with the tragedy that has happened to our neighbors in
Squirrel Hill. Our thoughts and prayers go out to this wonderful community in their time
of sorrow.
With Thanksgiving fast approaching, can we still be thankful in turmoil, trials and sadness? YES!!
We can be thankful for our family, friends, and our health.
The Marine Corps will celebrate their 242nd birthday on November 10th, thank a Marine.
We can be thankful for our military that protect our freedoms. We celebrate Veteran’s Day on November 11th,
thank a Veteran!
November 24th is Small Business Day. Thank a small business owner by supporting their establishment.
We can thank the police, firefighters, emergency medical technicians, and all volunteers for their unselfishness.
Thank your employees for their loyalty, dependability, and hard work.
You can always be thankful for something, just look deep into your heart and you will find it.
The Board of Directors at PRARA is thankful to you, the Member, for your support and loyalty to the association.
We are Pittsburgh strong!
Have a Happy and Blessed Thanksgiving.
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Andrew B. Klaber, Esquire

The Chartwell Law Offices

The Importance of An Employee Handbook
It is perhaps unfortunate but a good many employer issues, legal and otherwise, involve employees. Employees are an essential part of any business and critical for a smooth running operation. However, employees may
also be the source of conflict and require a great deal of time. Most importantly, they may become a liability
under certain circumstances. The single best way to address potential employee issues is through a well drafted
employee handbook. Once in place, the employee handbook is the proverbial starting point when dealing with
an employee issue.
First and foremost, an employee handbook sets forth expectations for employees and manager. In many situations, a simple misunderstanding, compounded by the personalities involved, becomes a much more significant problem. At a high level, the employee handbook provides guidance for such as safety, timekeeping, reporting, vacation policy, attendance policy, sick time, ADA, anti-harassment policies, and policies regarding
discrimination. The existence of employee handbook ensures that employees and managers are aware of what
actions are expected under varying sets of circumstances. At its simplest level, the handbook can be effective
in ending a dispute before it become a real issue.
An employee handbook also ensures the company policies are set forth and upheld. It is difficult, if not impossible, to enforce company policies and procedures if they are not set forth in writing and shared with employees upon the date of hire.
Take some credit
Communication with employees is important in terms of both work rules as well as work benefits. The employee handbook is the source book for any benefits provided by the employer and allows the employee to access those benefits more rapidly. Employment, along with benefits, is valuable, and it makes sense to take
credit whenever possible. From a Human Relations standpoint, it is the first step in establishing a company
culture and building a better work force. If nothing else, a handbook puts the work force on the same page with
management.
Legal Protection
From a legal perspective, the employee handbook is the first line of defense in cases based upon wrongful discharge, discrimination, harassment, and other employment statues. The employee handbook will be evaluated
by the plaintiff’s attorney and the court. While nothing serves as an absolute defense, the mere existences of a
well drafted handbook suggests that the employer has exercised reasonable care reasonable care towards its
employees. This is a critically important first step in any piece of employment related litigation. The existence
of a written document sends a message to the court and ensures that the plaintiff cannot claim ignorance of
work rules and policies. It also serves as important evidence that the employer has a policy of operating in a
manner consistent with employment laws.
The Process
Once a decision is made to create handbook, the employer should contact legal counsel. Experienced counsel
can draft the handbook quickly and ensure that it is consistent with employer policies. Once complete, the
handbook should be shared with all existing and new employees. The employer should answer any outstanding
questions and take the time to highlight the policies most important to their operations. The employee will
then be asked to sign a form acknowledging receipt of the handbook.
Simply put, an employee handbook is a small investment that yields significant value.
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CCAC WEST HILLS CENTER
1000 MCKEE ROAD
OAKDALE, PA 15071
412-241-2380

Emission Inspection
December 11,13,18,20
State Inspection
November 27,29,Dec 4,6

Quality GASOLINE and TRANSPORT Service Since 1972

Celebrating 25 Years of Dependable Service to Independent
Gasoline Retailers in Western PA
Great Reputation, Competitive Pricing
Branded/Unbranded Gasoline, E85, Bio Diesel, On Road/Off Road, Kerosene
Contact Ron Rotolo 724-333-5964
Email: ronr@reedoil.com
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Consultants / Insurance Brokers

Join the growing number of PRARA members

who insure with Bulava & Associates.
Bulava & Associates values our professional affiliation with the Petroleum Retailers and Auto Repair
Association -- and the opportunity to provide business insurance protection to members like you.
If your business is already insured through our agency, we thank you and pledge to continue working
hard to earn your trust!
If you’re not currently insured with us, why not join the growing number of your PRARA associates
who place their confidence in Bulava & Associates to protect their hard-earned assets?
For more Information, contact us today
www.bulavainsurance.com (724)-836-7610 Fax (724)-836-7626
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FDA Considering Ban on C-store E-Cigarette Sales
Convenience Store News
10/22/2018

SILVER SPRING, Md. — The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) commissioner signaled that electronic cigarettes and vapor products may no longer be available at convenience stores.
On Oct. 19, FDA Commissioner Scott Gottlieb toldCNBC that regulators are considering banning the
sale of some e-cigarettes in convenience stores. Instead, the items would be available in vape shops.
"We're looking at what can be sold in brick-and-mortar stores and whether or not flavored products can
be sold in regular stores like a 7-Eleven and a truck stop and a gas station, or whether or not flavored
products on the market should be confined to adult vaping shops, which generally tend to do a better
job of checking ID," Gottlieb said on Squawk Box.
His comments come on the heels of a summer-long nationwide blitz of retail stores and online sites
conducted as part of the FDA's crackdown on the sales of e-cigarette and vapor products to underage
users.
As a result of the historic enforcement, the agency issued more than 1,300 warning letters and fines to
retailers who illegally sold e-cigarette and vapor products to minors, as Convenience Store
News previously reported.
NACS, the Association for Convenience & Fuel Retailing, raised objections to any possible ban in the
convenience channel.
"To make progress on the issue of minors obtaining e-cigarettes, the FDA should work cooperatively
with organizations like We Card and NACS that provide age verification training to tens of thousands
of retailers and it should enforce the law against the most questionable actors that it has typically ignored," said Lyle Beckwith, NACS senior vice president for government relations.
"The FDA has refused to share the data it has on the inspections it has carried out of vape shops and
other stores that would allow the industry to evaluate and address any shortcomings," he added.
Beckwith also noted that the convenience channel has improved its compliance rate in keeping tobacco
products out of the hands of underage consumers.
"All the information available shows that the convenience industry has consistently improved compliance through improved training to prevent underage sales and that indeed the industry has succeeded in
achieving compliance much higher than required by the federal government under the Synar requirements," he explained.
The Synar regulation requires states to have laws prohibiting the sale and distribution of tobacco products to minors.
"If FDA thinks otherwise, it needs to have some factual basis for it. Banning the convenience industry
from selling e-cigarettes would be counterproductive as it would simply mean that minors will seek ecigarettes from less regulated channels of sale," Beckwith said.
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PA: Joint State Government Commission:
Removing PA Counties From Vehicle Emissions Testing Program Not Authorized By Federal Law
that Congress included Pennsylvania in the Northeast
Ozone Transport Region (OTR) under the CAA, and the
CAA imposes expanded geographical coverage for vehicle
inspection and maintenance programs in OTR states.
“Additionally, a majority of the advisory committee was also of the opinion that removing any counties
from the SIP was inadvisable for adverse public health and
environmental reasons.
“Because the Advisory Committee has determined
that no counties should be removed, there is no environmental or other financial impact to be considered.
“Given that there are 20 counties in the group under consideration in this report, and that the resolution discussed removing these counties both individually and collectively, an attempt to calculate the potential impact of the
thousands possible combinations of those counties was
unrealistic.”
At various times bills have been introduced in the
House and Senate to exempt certain counties from the
state’s vehicle emissions inspection program.

Pennsylvania Petroleum Association
10/29/2018

The Joint State Government Commission Wednesday released a report on Pennsylvania’s Vehicle Emissions
Testing Program that concluded removing individual or
groups of counties from the testing requirement was not
authorized under the federal Clean Air Act.
PPA’s John Kulik served as a member of the advisory committee for this report.
Senate Resolution 168 (Langerholc-R-Bedford)
asked the Joint Commission to establish an advisory committee to review the potential impact of removing one or
more counties from the vehicle emissions testing program.
The Resolution also asked the Commission for
recommendations on how the loss of any emissions benefits from removing counties could be made up by requiring
reductions from other sources of air pollution.
“The overwhelming consensus of the advisory
committee was that revisions to the SIP [State Air Quality
Implementation Plan] suggested by Senate Resolution 168
that would remove certain counties from the vehicle emissions testing program are not authorized under the CAA
[federal Clean Air Act].
“The driving factor in this conclusion is the fact

Bolger Brothers, Inc
1028 Burns Ave.
Altoona , PA 16601
Phone: 814-944-4059
Fax: 814-944-8766

General Contracting:

C-Store Site work, New construction, Additions

Petroleum Construction:

Complete New Installation, Tank top Upgrades, Dispenser Replacement.
Canopy’s, Underground Tank Installation and Removals.

Sales: With a long list of products to meet your every need.

Gilbarco, Passport, Veeder Root, OPW,

Franklin Fueling, Husky just to name a few.

Service:

Gilbarco, Passport, Veeder Root and Passport

Site Inspections:
For more information or a competitive free quote contact our Pittsburgh Office 724-602-7882
Reggie Barnett
rbarnett@bolgerbrothers.com
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Should You Be Offering Alternative Fuels?
Convenience Store News
By Chelsea Regan
10/12/2018

Kum and Go’s Spackman also believes in E15’s future, as it's a higher octane, better performing and cleaner
burning fuel at a lower price. While the alternative fuel has
potential, Spackman did acknowledge that there are some
challenges, including seasonal regulations and educating the
customer about the aforementioned advantages.
At Kum and Go, 135 stores currently sell E15 and
the company is exploring the EV charging space. It is currently partnering with different providers to see what EV
charging model will work best for its specific needs.
While testing out various EV charging station models, Spackman said he learned the following:
 Timing is everything;
 There's the ability to secure third-party funding;
 Price differentials are challenging; and
 It's important to know the infrastructure costs.
Spackman hopes to find a partnership with a third party that
can integrate the charging data into Kum and Go’s loyalty
program, so the retailer can learn more about who’s coming
into the store.
At the end of the session, the panelists left attendees
with the following advice: Do your homework and know how
your fuel offer will satisfy your customers; take advantage of
opportunities when available; don’t rush, but pay attention to
the trends.

LAS VEGAS — Deciding if and when to make a change in
your fuels offering is a big decision, one with many considerations.
During "The Road Less Traveled: When to Try New
Fuels" education session at the 2018 NACS Show, Fuels Institute Executive Director John Eichberger led a discussion
about launching alternative fuels at the pump. The goals for
the presentation were three-fold:
 Decide if the time is right for you to test new fuel offerings;
 Mitigate challenges when testing new fuels based on peer
experience; and
 Devise a plan to experiment with and expand your fuel
offering.
Eichberger was accompanied by Joel Hirschboeck,
vice president of fuel at Giant Eagle Inc./GetGo; Michael Lorenz, executive vice president of petroleum supply at Sheetz
Inc.; and Matt Spackman, vice president of fuels at Kum and
Go LC.
Hirschboeck, who previously served as the general
manager of fuel marketing and procurement at Kwik Trip
Inc., has experience developing and implementing regional
renewable blending facilities and expanding the adoption of
biodiesel. When it comes to marketing fuels like E15,
Hirschboeck sees the value in calling it Unleaded 88, as it
shows a standardization of fuel.
"Consumers want to pull in the lot, spend as little
time as possible, fill up with fuel that’s good for their car, get
coffee and doughnuts, and be on their way. If they don’t
know what to do, they’ll just go back to the fuel they’ve always bought. Unleaded 88 branding makes it familiar; requires less thought," said Hirschboeck. "It’s challenging to
educate a consumer, [but] they understand price. They understand the octane number. If it's bigger, it's a better fuel."
At Sheetz, E15/Unleaded 88 has been rolled out to 41
percent of stores, while 43 percent are selling E85. Five percent (30) of the retailer’s stores currently have electric vehicle
(EV) chargers.
All of those percentages could very well tick up dramatically over the next few years because of disruption. The
disruption, according to Sheetz's Lorenz, is due to the fact
that vehicles are becoming more efficient. Because
of regulations, automakers are going for electrification, and
biofuels are becoming more attractive.
Lorenz believes offering E15 can be a positive move
for retailers for a few reasons: its value proposition; it can
serve as a differentiator for a brand; it provides an opportunity for growth; and it will more than likely grow in popularity as time goes on.
As for providing electric vehicle charging stations,
retailers can keep costs low by partnering with companies in
the industry, noted Lorenz. Benefits include becoming a destination for EV car owners; the increased amount of time
these drivers will spend on the lot throughout a charge; and an
improved brand image.
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PMAA: Trump E15 Announcement Not Ready For Primetime
tors wrote a letter to President Trump urging him not to announce the policy change allowing year-round sales of E15
because doing so “would do nothing to address the policies
impacting refinery jobs, could hurt millions of consumers
whose vehicles and equipment are not compatible with higher
ethanol blended gasoline and risk worsening air quality.”
Gov. Wolf Jumps In
Gov. Tom Wolf jumped into the issue Wednesday
urging President Trump to protect Pennsylvania refinery
workers by reforming the Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) in
the wake of the president directing the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency to benefit ethanol producers in other
states.
He said the Trump Administration has repeatedly
ignored calls to support two major refiners in Pennsylvania
that are struggling to remain profitable due to the burden of
the RFS on their operations, even as it has taken numerous
actions to benefit ethanol producers.
“President Trump needs to do the right thing for
Pennsylvania’s refinery workers and stop only catering to
major ethanol producing states,” Gov. Wolf said. “Since last
year, I have been asking the Trump administration to come to
the aid of Pennsylvania refineries that are burdened by unfair
rules which make it impossible for them to compete. The
Trump Administration’s failure to act puts thousands of good
jobs and middle-class families in Pennsylvania at risk.”

Pennsylvania Petroleum Association
10/15/2018

President Trump Tuesday announced a new policy while in
Iowa that would allow year-round sales of E15.
Currently, each year, the EPA regulates Reid vapor pressure
(RVP) for gasoline and gasoline-ethanol blended from June 1
until September 15. During these months, the EPA restricts
the retail sale of fuels with ethanol above 10 percent.
In a letter to President Trump, PMAA expressed significant procedural and policy concerns with respect to
changing the RFS in a way that benefits only one of the many
stakeholders affected by the decision to sell E15 year-round.
On the procedural front, PMAA said that section 211
(h)(4) of the Clean Air Act specifically limits the one-pound
summertime RVP waiver to gasoline blends containing between 9-10 percent volume ethanol.
Therefore, any change to expand the RVP waiver to E15
blends can only be made by Congress and not the EPA who
lacks the statutory authority to do so.
PMAA added that from a policy perspective the yearround sale of E15 raises serious concerns regarding E15 compatibility with motor vehicles, motorcycles, marine engines
and small gasoline powered equipment.
Midwestern Senators have been pushing for the policy change for months.
However, last Thursday, a bipartisan group of twenty Sena-
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How to Manage Every Category in Your C-store
Convenience Store News
By Danielle Romano 10/22/2018

As the plan is developing, identify the appropriate planning tools and merchandising support to help execute the category management plan. For example, c-store retailers should
lock in dates with suppliers in advance to ensure they'll have the
time and appropriate information to share at the next sit-down to
map out merchandising and planograms. At this sit-down, both
the retailer and supplier should be able to provide their own syndicated data on SKU performance. This information will show
where each product stacks up in ranking mix for volume and
profits.
What the product mix and merchandising looks like
also needs to be taken into consideration. To determine which
products should continue to be offered, or which should be
eliminated, five considerations need to be made:
 Is the product a top seller?
 Are customers loyal to it?
 What are the product's margins?
 Does the product have a point of difference?
 Does the product offer exclusivity?
Retailers must also weigh the benefits and challenges of
introducing new items to a category. New items represent a point
of difference from the competition. However, new items may
overlap with existing SKUs, may be a passing fad or part of a
passing trend, and may overwhelm consumers with too many
choices.
"If you bring a new product in, get it out quickly. Don't get
extra shipments when you're done with it because I guarantee you, it
will wipe out all the profit you've already made," Zikias noted.
His final thought on managing categories across the store
is that you can't run every category, but you can manage them. So,
set priorities; seek the resources that will help you the most; seek
and use data to help you make decisions; set plans ahead of time;
and adjust as necessary.
"The sooner you start, the quicker you benefit," he concluded.

LAS VEGAS — Two adages hold as true today as they
have in the past when it comes to convenience retailing. The first
is "Retail is detail," and the other is "We don't plan to fail; we
fail to plan."
"Many years ago, it used to be that retailers made customers search the store. Now, it’s radically different. Today's instore shopping is more like an online experience," Casey
McKenzie, senior principal consultant at Impact 21, said during
a category management education session at the 2018 NACS
Show.
The focus of today’s shopping experience, according to
McKenzie, focuses on the "three Ps":
 Position — Is it easy to find?
 Product — Is it in stock?
 Presentation — Is it clearly priced?
As e-commerce continues to evolve, so does the convenience store shopper's in-store experience. With the right category management tools, c-store retailers can adapt and evolve
with their customers' wants and needs.
There is a plan of attack c-store operators should follow
to implement changes and manage in-store categories, according
to John Zikias, executive advisor for Holmes Oil Co. From the
get-go, he said c-store retailers should ask themselves three questions:
1. Which categories need the greatest support? (Think soft
drinks)
2. What categories can be managed by others? (Think grocery)
3. What are the growth-driver categories? (Think packaged
beverages)
To identify which categories fit which criteria, retailers
need to consider their importance to a c-store's overall strategy;
what their current sales and profit contribution are; if there are
outside resources available to support them; and if there is potential for future growth and an opportunity to beat the competition,
explained Zikias.
"When we talk about competition, we think first about
Amazon. But Amazon is going to do what Amazon is going to
do. Find out what customers think about your brand and your
products. Your numbers will tell you what you need to
know," he emphasized.
Once you have the answers to the questions above, key
suppliers should be identified. These suppliers will be able to
tweak data each time you meet with them, as well as provide
market research, resources, tools and technology to support their
category.
As an operator, Zikias said you must ask suppliers what
other retailers they are supporting in order to ensure your plan
isn't identical to a competitor's. You should also discuss the objectives and goals you have for your categories.
The next step is to develop a plan by using data types,
identified through the acrostic "CASH":
C — Consumer, identifying attitude and behavior;
A — All store, covering all aspects of the c-store;
S — Scan, pulling reports on the market and region of total sales
for products with SKUs; and
H — Household, linking products with typical consumer household information.
12
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Details Of Possible Federal Highway Trust Fund Package For Next Year
Pennsylvania Petroleum Association
10/29/2018

islation because the cost will not be readily visible to the public and it would likely put the EPA in charge of who pays into
the Highway Trust Fund.
Meanwhile, outgoing Chairman Shuster’s draft bill
would begin taxing infrastructure users that can currently
avoid taxation such as a 10 percent user fee on electric batteries and adult bicycle tires and would also eliminate full and
partial fuel tax exemptions for public transit and intercity
buses.
The legislation would also create a voluntary pilot
program to test the feasibility of a vehicle miles traveled
(VMT) to replace the federal motor fuels excise tax. Ways to
track mileage would possibly include: phone apps, in-car diagnostic systems, etc.
By having a VMT and/or the provision included in
the draft bill that would tax electric vehicles (EVs), the legislation is a conversion starter to ensure that all highway users
pay their fair share. Currently, EVs are exempted from paying
any type of highway tax.
Fortunately, the draft legislation does not include
language that would commercialize rest areas or allow existing highways to be tolled.
Keep in mind that the Trump administration called
for ending the federal prohibition on tolling existing highways and commercializing rest areas.
If Democrats take back the House, a potential Highway bill may be one of the few issues that both parties may be
able work across the aisle.

In July, outgoing U.S. House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee Chairman Bill Shuster (R-PA) released draft legislation which calls for phasing in a 15-cent
gasoline and 20-cent diesel tax increase over three years to
ensure the Highway Trust Fund stays solvent over the next
decade. After three years, the taxes would be indexed to inflation.
However, at a White House event this week, Transportation Secretary Elaine Chao said that all options are on
the table regarding how an infrastructure package would be
funded. She stated the Trump administration is considering an
increase in the federal motor fuels excise tax, while Democrats may consider a carbon tax.
Although many Democrats have advocated for a carbon tax, a Republican, Rep. Carlos Curbelo (R-FL), formally
introduced the “Market Choice Act,” (H.R. 6463) in July
which would replace the federal motor fuels tax with a $23
per ton economy-wide carbon tax on emissions from oil refineries, gas processing plants and coal mines beginning in 2020.
The bill would also direct 70 percent of revenues to
the Highway Trust Fund and includes a border adjustment tax
(BAT) meaning fees could be assessed on imported products
from countries without a carbon tax and outlines various
points of taxation, among other provisions, that would have
far reaching economic impacts across numerous sectors.
PMAA has serious concerns with this carbon tax leg-
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MEMBER TO MEMBER SERVICES
ACCOUNTANTS

J.E. Robinson
Murrysville, PA
412-423-1093
ATM

ATM Cash World
Tom Ranallo
Pittsburgh
800-937-3169
ATTORNEY

Andrew Klaber
Chartwell Law Offices
Sewickley, PA
412-741-0600
CLEANING CHEMICALS

Apter Industries
Rick Gobel-McKeesport, PA
412-672-9628
COMPUTERS

Computer Solutions
Dick Norchi-Allison Park, PA
412-369-8896
CONSULTING

ENVIRONMENTAL TANKS &
UPGRADES

ENVIRONMENTAL TANKS &
UPGRADES

Flynn Environmental, Inc.
Michael Flynn-Pittsburgh, PA
800-690-9409

BJAAM Environmental, Inc.
Beaver, PA
724-544-7486

Groundwater & Environment Svc. Inc.
Jon Agnew
Cranberry Township, PA
800-267-2549 ext. 3636

S.I.S.
J.R. Bachor-Tarentum, PA
724-224-1220

Letterle & Associates, LLC
Lou Letterle-Allison Park, PA
412-486-0600

Environmental Compliance Svc, Inc.
Brian Pine-Export, PA
888-483-7310
INSURANCE

Shockey Excavating
George Shockey
724-282-3669

Bulava & Associates
Joe Bulava-Greensbug, PA
724-836-7610

George I. Reitz & Sons
Sandy Crawford
East Pittsburgh, PA
412-824-9976

Pinnacle Group LLC
Kirk Haldeman- Pittsburgh, PA
412-816-1000

McRo Construction Inc.
Donald Rothey Jr.
Elizabeth, PA
412-384-6051

Creek Run LLC
Dean Johnson-Canonsburg, PA
412-419-2981
Enviric, Inc.
Victor Unger-Bairdford, PA
724-265-5100
S.I.S.
J.R. Bachor-Tarentum, PA
724-224-1220

We have noticed some of the calls to the PRARA office from
landlines are not making
it to the office. The caller
is being told the phone
number is no longer in
service or being routed to
somewhere else and then
being disconnected. If
this happens, please use a
cell phone to call the
office. The problem isn’t
our line but some of the other landlines trying to reach the
PRARA office. This problem only happened a few times. Sorry
for any inconvenience this may cause.
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MEMBER TO MEMBER SERVICES
PARTS/PETROLEUM EGUIP

George I. Reitz & Sons, Inc.
Sandy Crawford
East Pittsburgh, PA
412-824-9976
Bolger Brothers
Reggie Barnett-Altoona, PA
724-602-7882
PARTS CLEANER

Kleen-line
412-466-6277
PETROLEUM

Bolea Oil Products
Robert Bolea-Coraopolis, PA
412-264-1130
Bradigan’s Inc.
Andy Bradigan-Kittanning, PA
724-548-7654
Center Independent
Doug Friend
724-622-4835

PETROLEUM

Kehm Oil Company
George Kehm-Oakdale, PA
412-921-5200
Oil Service, Inc.
Joe Schmidlin-Pittsburgh,PA
412-771-6950
Purvis Brothers Inc.
Mack Purvis-Mars, PA
724-625-1566
PPC Lubricants
Dave Ondik
412-719-0063

SITE INSPECTION &
TECHNICAL SERVICES

Enviric, Inc.
Victor Unger-Bairdford, PA
724-265-5100
George I. Reitz & Sons, Inc.
Sandy Crawford
East Pittsburgh, PA
412-824-9976
S.I.S.
J.R. Bachor-Tarentum, PA
724-224-1220
TAXES

R&W Oil Products
Richard Smith
McKeesport, PA
412-678-6121

Robinson Young & Associates
412-423-1093

Reed Oil Company
Ron Rotolo-New Castle, PA
800-922-5454

Penn Turf 814-696-7669
Dan’s 724-529-7621
Liberty 888-868-0097

REMODELING

Countywide Petroleum
Kevin Forsythe-Pittsburgh, PA
412-576-2601

McRo Construction Inc.
Donald Rothey Jr.
Elizabeth, PA
412-384-6051

Cross America Partners
Don Meade
412-780-5480

S.I.S.
J.R. Bachor-Tarentum, PA
724-279-3360

Glassmere Fuel Service
Dell Cromie-Tarantum, PA
724-265-4646

USED TIRE PICKUP

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK/
LINE TESTING

Enviric, Inc.
Victor Unger-Bairdford, PA
724-265-5100
George I. Reitz & Sons, Inc.
Sandy Crawford
East Pittsburgh, PA
412-824-9976

ATTENTION
PRARA Members
The board minutes will be made available upon the members request.
The board minutes will no longer be published in the monthly newsletter.
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Calendar of Events
Daylight Savings End

Nov. 4

Election

Nov. 6

Marine Corps Birthday

Nov. 10

Veteran ’ s Day

Nov. 11

Thanksgiving

Nov. 22

Small Business Day

Nov. 24

Upcoming Events

Business Hours:
Monday
8:30-3:30
Tuesday
8:30-3:30
Wednesday 8:30-3:30
Thursday
8:30-3:30
Friday
Closed
Contact:
Phone:
412-241-2380
Fax:
412-241-2815
www.prara.com

Petroleum Retailers & Auto Repair Association
1051 Brinton Road Suite 304
Pittsburgh PA 15221
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